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Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the words we
have heard repeatedly from business and government leaders
around the world is “unprecedented”. This pandemic created a
situation none of us expected or have seen before, and it has
brought uncertainty and challenges to both our professional and
personal lives.
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RIVER LANDING

The strength of an organization is often measured by how it
handles its challenges. There is no denying that on that score,
Ledcor has succeeded. Our teams pulled together and figured out
what we needed to do to transform our operations so that we
could continue work wherever possible, and more importantly,
continue to work safely.
Our industry leading health and safety procedures provided a
strong foundation from which we could adopt government and
company mandated health and safety measures to ensure the
protection of our people on the ground.
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Today, we are living with our new normal. There have been many
changes. COVID-19 has hit certain parts of our organization
harder than others, and there is still some uncertainty ahead.
Together, our team has already proven to have the knowledge,
strength, and capacity to take on these challenges. Any new
organizational or operational steps will be taken with your health
and safety as our number one priority. I am confident we are
ready for whatever the future brings.
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When news of a global pandemic hit back in March,
Ledcor’s primary concern and focus was keeping our
workforce and communities safe. At the forefront
was Ledcor’s early crisis response planning which
helped leaders respond quickly when the COVID-19
emergency arrived. Teams across the company quickly
shifted gears and found solutions in order to fulfill our
commitments to our clients in a safe environment.
As a diversified construction company with sites
across North America, there wasn’t a one size fits
all strategy. Leadership and safety supervisors
assessed sector specific health and safety needs
and immediately adopted the new public health
guidelines and working regulations established by local
governments in various jurisdictions.

Technology played a vital role in our communication
with salaried and hourly employees, across North
America. This included recorded video updates, group
instant messages, conference calls and video meetings,
intranet, and email. However, technology alone isn’t
always enough in an emergency. When faced with
difficult times, employees need to know their leaders
are listening and that people are their main concern.
Ledcor took steps to not only protect employees’
physical health and safety, but their mental wellness
too. Ledcor came together with a leading number of
Canadian organizations to provide support for WellCan,
a hub for mental health resources and tools to help
Canadians develop coping strategies during these
stressful times.

OFFICE EMPLOYEES

SITE-BASED EMPLOYEES

There was a heavy reliance on innovation and
technology to implement a work-from-home approach
wherever possible. Those entering the office for
essential work, however, are met with new safety
protocols, signage outlining physical distancing
guidelines, requests to minimize or eliminate in-person
meetings, and in some cases mandatory face coverings.

Our site-based employees have been on the front
line every day. Day-in, day-out they are vigilantly
following pandemic protocol to keep everyone safe.
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LEDCOR TECHNICAL SERVICES
With much of the country working from home, Ledcor Technical Services saw increased demand for communication
networks. For many areas of the telecommunications sector it was business as usual, with an increased focus on safety. The
great work that our Design, Build, and Services teams provided in the field continued to position us as a partner of choice.
There were challenges in areas of the business where we needed to interact directly with clients and the public. In these
areas we innovated with our clients and changed our approach to serve these clients remotely.

CONSTRUCTION AND PROPERTIES
Where construction was considered an essential service, collaboration and teamwork throughout all levels of the
organization, and with others in the industry, was critical. Site operations moved forward by quickly adapting to changing
conditions. Projects schedules were reviewed and revised to respect physical distancing. The strict cleaning of surfaces, the
use of masks, QR codes, thermal imaging for temperature checks, staggered lunch and coffee breaks, and increased running
water and hand sanitizer stations all became the on-site standard.
Ledcor Properties currently manages the development of 3,334 units across six cities in four different states in the US, as
well as developments in British Columbia and Calgary. Each state and province administered an evolving, unique process for
development during COVID-19. The Ledcor Properties Team was able to work quickly and efficiently with local legal counsel,
government liaisons, and consultants to ensure little to no down time while making onsite safety our number one priority.

PIPELINE, ENERGY, MINING, & INFRASTRUCTURE
Pipeline and Energy, Mining and Infrastructure projects saw similar
operational changes, including a reduction in seasonal and non-essential
personnel to manage the number of people on site. Our teams began
monitoring for fever and other symptoms, wore face coverings and had
access to a registered nurse and industrial hygienist. While these practices
remain, Ledcor teams continue to work with our clients and subcontractors
to revisit and update project schedules to accommodate COVID-19 safety
procedures.

LEDCOR RESOURCES AND TRANSPORTATION
For Summit Air, providing clients with critical remote air services
presented its own unique challenges with respect to safety. Summit Air
implemented a safety management process for all regularly scheduled flights
and at the same time adhered to travel restrictions, quarantines, and public
health guidance on physical distancing. Summit Air continues to implement
industry best practices on flights such as grooming and sanitizing aircraft at
site.
The Chilliwack Cant Mill, Grinding Operations, and the Silverdale Reload
faced the same challenges as all other Ledcor business units. The operations
adapted to the pandemic by implementing the standardized approaches
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BUILDING
such as temperature checks for all staff and visitors and increasing the amount of scheduled and daily disinfecting of
facilities, equipment, and tools.
The Marine group developed policies and procedures to protect the health and safety of our fleet while ensuring
business continuity. Crewing schedules were reviewed in efforts to keep mariners together in the same “pod” to
reduce crossover of crews. Protective measures such as pre-screening questionnaires, temperature checks, mask
wearing, strict cleaning procedures, and a COVID-19 Emergency Response Procedure have been implemented.

SUMMARY
The critical part of putting in place all the new health and safety initiatives and newly adopted protocols was
ensuring that the information reached all stakeholders - workers, sub-trades, suppliers - and then was rigorously
implemented. Communication once again played a key role in making sure the workforce was aware and understood
both the protocols and the numerous government support programs which varied geographically.
Through it all, Ledcor kept its commitment to community. Employees went above and beyond to help those in the
community by making 3D printed face shields for health care workers, and homemade cloth face masks. In addition,
corporate contributions were directed to food banks across North America.
We are still on a path of uncertainty, but some things we know for sure. We know that our priorities remain twofold - the health and safety of our workforce and ensuring the long-term health of our business by providing the
usual high-level service to our customers. We continue to safely work with minimal disruption, demonstrating to our
customers that we have the strength and commitment to weather tough times. We look forward to our continued
presence as a strong partner in all areas of our business.

6
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RIVER LANDING:
NUTRIEN & EAST TOWERS
RIVER LANDING GENERAL PARTNERSHIP
SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN. The River Landing development is a three-phase, mixed-use complex, which includes a

hotel, condominiums and two office buildings. Ledcor Construction is providing construction management services for
the two office buildings – River Landing Nutrien Tower and River Landing East Tower.
The towers are in the River Landing district along the banks of the South Saskatchewan River. They are part of an
area revitalization and will be linked to the neighbouring No. 1 River Landing – a residential tower – through a central
plaza containing a water feature, green space and walkways also constructed by Ledcor. Both towers are steel and
cast-in-place concrete structures with a unitized curtain wall, a two-level podium and a four and a half level below
grade parkade.
The Nutrien Tower, which is the final phase of the River Landing development, will be the tallest office building in
Saskatchewan.
The towers are targeting LEED Gold certification under the new LEED v4 program. The towers contain sustainable
features such as high-performance glazing and high-efficiency mechanical and electrical systems.

SEE MORE AT LEDCOR.COM
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BUILDING

EXPANSION AT HAMILTON
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
KF AEROSPACE
HAMILTON, ONTARIO. Ledcor Construction provided preconstruction and construction management services for a

new 170,000 sq. ft. (15,794 sq. m.) hangar at Hamilton International Airport for KF Aerospace’s aircraft maintenance,
repair, and overhaul. We have recently completed Phase 2 of the project: installation of a new annex in the existing
hangar and an educational facility to be used by KF Aerospace and Mohawk College.
The wide body hangar (phase 1) includes additional offices, workshops, and parking space, but the centrepiece
of the project is a new 75,000 sq. ft. (6967.73 sq. m.) hangar, which will bring wide-body aircraft capability for KF’s
maintenance operations at the airport.
Phase 1 work, including design, procurement, and construction was done in 11 months; 8 months from
shovel-in-ground to planes in the hangar.
Phase 1 also includes renovation work to KF’s existing hangar, annex shops, and a new cafeteria. The new larger
space will be used to accommodate, maintain and repair the recently released B787, and the heavier 777, and provide
KF with multiple plane parking positions to service even more customers in a state-of-the-art facility.
The additional 68,000 sq.ft. (6,300 sq.m.) educational facility will allow for state-of-the-art shops, classrooms,
cafeteria, offices and a 21,500 sq. ft. (2,000 sq. m.) hangar which will give students of Mohawk College’s Aircraft
Maintenance Engineering program practical on-site training.
This new hangar will be large enough to accommodate 737s.

BUILDING

KOOTENAY BOUNDARY REGIONAL
HOSPITAL (KBRH) EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR HEALTH BC
TRAIL, BRITISH COLUMBIA . Ledcor Construction was contracted to oversee construction of the Kootenay Boundary

Regional Hospital (KBRH) emergency department upgrade and electrical redevelopment project.
The emergency department redevelopment included the construction of a new double-storey Emergency
Department addition, renovation of the existing emergency department space and a link bridge to the exiting hospital.
The project features new and expanded trauma bays, exam and procedure rooms, and will add an airborne isolation
and secure room to the new emergency department.
Significant transformer and electrical upgrades consisted of removing of the primary transformers located within
the facility and replacing them with new exterior pad mounted transformers placed on the grounds. The Emergency
Department has a partial basement to house mechanical and electrical infrastructure.
The construction and electrical work was coordinated with the site facilities in order to maintain an operational
hospital at all times.
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BUILDING

UPPER CANADA MALL
RENOVATION
& EXPANSION
OXFORD PROPERTIES

NEWMARKET, ONTARIO. This expansion and renovation at Upper Canada Mall in Newmarket, Ontario involved a careful

demolition of the former Target store and the construction of 190,000 sf (17651.58 sq. m.) of new tenant space.
The project made way for a 64,000 sq. ft (5945.79 sq. m.) Sport Check store and a new concept 40,000 sq. ft.
(3716.12 sq. m.) food market.
The first of its kind in a Canadian shopping centre, the market features about 25 market vendors including a
butcher shop, fish monger, cheese shop, bakery, juice bar and gourmet gift shop.
The renovation also added a new 18,360 sf (1,706 sq. m) 2-storey feature court and glazed skylights that bring
natural light into the mall and will be the new focal point for community events in the mall.
A partial second level was added above the former Target store, adding CRU space and accommodating a portion
of the new feature court and skylight. Ledcor was involved throughout the pre-construction phase, providing
constructability advice and analyzing the feasibility of various structural options to accommodate this expansion.
Ultimately a complete demolition and reconstruction was the preferred choice, with a partial 2nd floor. The balance of
the ground floor space was constructed to accommodate a future vertical expansion.

BUILDING

RIVER GREEN - LOT 12
ASPAC PROJECTS

RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA. River Green is a luxury condominium community comprising of two mid-rise and one

low-rise residential towers situated on the banks of the Fraser River in Richmond, British Columbia.
This third phase of the River Green development, which consists of 287 luxury residential units, also has a
separate amenity building containing a pool and steam room. In addition, the development includes two levels of
parking, extensive landscaped areas with water features and commercial retail units.
The suite interiors were designed by Trepp Design and the common area and exterior building facades were
designed by James Cheng Architects. Aspac and the project designers have used the finest materials and
craftsmanship throughout the project including stone, marble and hardwood flooring, custom cabinets, high end
appliances as well as home automation and car charging stations.
The project, which is comprised of concrete construction with post-tensioned slabs as well as custom curved
wood like roofs to the amenity and pool buildings, is targeting LEED silver equivalent.
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BUILDING

402 DUNSMUIR
OXFORD PROPERTIES

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA. Located just steps from the historic Gastown District, the new nine-storey mixed-use

boutique office tower currently under development in the heart of downtown Vancouver, features floor-to-ceiling
glass, modern amenity spaces, and easy access to public transportation
With a total gross floor area of approximately 140,000 sq. ft. (13,006.43 sq. m.), the concrete stand-alone,
office tower will include 6,500 sq. ft. (603.87 sq. m.) of retail space, 10,000 sq. ft. (929.03 sq. m.), and two levels of
underground parking.
In addition, 402 Dunsmuir also includes key features such as 10’ (3.05 m.) clear ceilings, useable rooftop terraces,
a central courtyard that links the new building with the existing tower, and a landscape design that will encourage
pedestrian engagement.
The development is targeting CaGBC LEED® Core and Shell Gold Certification.

BUILDING

COSTCO TAZA EXCHANGE
COSTCO WHOLESALE

TSUUT’INA, ALBERTA. On August 28, 2020, the Tsuut’ina Nation welcomed the first Costco to be built on First Nations’ land

in Canada. Construction of the 151,000 sq/ft (14028.36 sq.m) warehouse, 4,300 (sq/ft) / 399.4831 (sq.m) liquor pod, and
nine pump fuel facility all commenced in mid-August 2019. This Costco represents the first retail store to open on “The
Shops at Buffalo Run”, part of a larger development known as the “Taza Exchange”, directly adjacent to southwest Calgary.
A development partnership between Tsuu’tina and Canderel, the Taza Development is planned to be a vibrant regional
retail, office and tourism district, with other stores and restaurants to follow the new anchor tenant, Costco. The Tsuut’ina
Nation held a traditional Indigenous ceremony to honour the building the day before it opened its doors to the public. Costco
incorporated certain Tsuut’ina cultural aspects into the interior and exterior of the Costco warehouse. Some design elements
include exterior traffic and in-store wayfinding signage that is in both English and Tsuut’ina, a Dene language (sometimes
referred to as Sarcee). The landscaping pays homage to the surrounding Tsuut’ina landscape, incorporating trees and shrubs
that are native to the area into the landscape design.
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BUILDING

THE HUB STUDENT
RESIDENCE / THE
ARC STUDENT
RESIDENCE
CAMPUS SUITES
CALGARY, ALBERTA & WINNIPEG, MANITOBA. Both The-

Hub Student Residence in Calgary, Alberta and The Arc
Student Residence in Winnipeg, Manitoba are projects
designed to meet the student housing demand with a
“Community Living Reimagined” mindset.  
The Hub, a 28-storey residence tower contains
349 suites and a four-storey mixed-use podium. The
development also includes one level of below grade
parking, 396 spaces for bicycle parking, social lounges
on each floor and a penthouse fitness center. Prior to
construction, demolition and hazardous abatement was
required for both the Boston Pizza and Royal Wayne
Motor Inn that previously existed on the site.  
The Arc, located in Winnipeg, Manitoba will consist
of 368 residential units in a new 16-storey student
residence tower. The first level of the tower will house
future development areas such as a medical centre,
restaurants, and a pharmacy, and one level of parking
below grade.
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ANDERSON CREEK
FISH LADDER
LNG CANADA

KITIMAT, BRITISH COLUMBIA. As the contractor of LNG Canada’s EPC Marine Habitat Offsets project, The Ledcor-Haisla

Limited Partnership designed and constructed a compensatory fish habitat in the Anderson Creek area in Kitimat, BC.
Due to previous development in the area there was a barrier to fish passage on the creek preventing the use of
upstream habitat. LNG Canada is implementing a wide range of environmental offsets that will serve to protect
critical habitat in the freshwater, marine, and estuary environments which includes the Anderson Creek fish ladder.
The newly built fish ladder allows salmon to bypass the barrier and gives access to up to 36674 sq. ft. (3,500 sq. m.)
of habitat for spawning, rearing, and overwintering during periods of high flow.
The Ledcor-Haisla Limited Partnership collaborated with environmental experts and numerous engineers on the
complex project to ensure its success. This project is another example of how the Ledcor partnership with the Haisla
Nation continues to grow strong.

SEE MORE AT LEDCOR.COM
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OIL & GAS

WESTRIDGE MARINE
TERMINAL
TRANS MOUNTAIN

BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA. At Westridge Terminal, the Kiewit Ledcor Trans Mountain Partnership (KLTP) continues

to install soil anchors to support widening of the main access road inside the Terminal. This work is nearly complete
and is a priority construction activity at the Terminal. Crews have continued with soil improvement work along the
foreshore.
In the Spring, KLTP installed the first of 24 Dolphin Jackets – these mooring dolphins are part of the foundation for
the new berths that vessels will tie up to during loading and unloading. Mooring dolphins are the portion of a berth to
which a vessel will be held with lines (or moored) during loading or unloading.
As part of the expansion of the Westridge Marine Terminal, 24 dolphin jackets will be installed on top of the marine
piles; mooring hooks and other equipment will be fitted on top.
Each dolphin jacket takes three to four months to manufacture and is 45 feet in length, width and height, weighing
between 250 and 350 tons.
The dolphin jacket barge is moored up next to the D.B. General, the largest crane on the water at Westridge. This
crane was made for lifting very large structures like dolphin jackets with a maximum capacity of 700 tons. Crews then
rig the dolphin jacket, hoist and set on the piles.
KLTP was formed specifically to carry out this large-scale infrastructure work, which includes 35 km of pipeline
and three terminals. The partnership is built on the shared values of safety for the public and workers, and industry
experience. KLTP also has a proven track record in finding solutions that minimize impacts on people affected by
construction activities.
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OIL & GAS

OIL & GAS

JANSEN FINAL LINER
CONSTRUCTION
BHP

JANSEN, SASKATCHEWAN. The BHP Jansen Mine is a potash mine, located approximately 140km (86.9 mi) east of

Saskatoon, with a planned production of 4 million tonnes per year. In 2017, Ledcor’s joint venture with Thyssen Mining
and Redpath Mining (TRL) was contracted to construct a watertight final lining system for the two 1,000m deep
shafts with a finished diameter of 7.3m (23.9ft).
The scope includes construction of the liner, modification and operation of hoisting system, headframe, and
conveyances, fabrication of steel plates, and operation of an onsite concrete batch plant to produce 30,000 cubic
meters of 70 MPa high performance concrete.
TRL also designed, fabricated and installed a Galloway that is placed inside the shaft to facilitate liner installation,
which stands 40 m (131.2 f) tall and weighs approximately 150 tonnes. In January 2020, TRL completed the first
concrete pour for the Final Liner and continued installation throughout the year.

WATER TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
SUNCOR

NEAR FORT MCMURRAY, ALBERTA. In the summer of 2017, Ledcor’s Canadian Energy and Mining (CMI) group was

selected as Suncor’s general contractor for the construction, commissioning and ongoing maintenance of Permanent
Aquatic Storage Structure (PASS) at their Oil Sands Base Plant near Fort McMurray, Alberta. Built upon the processes
currently used in Suncor’s Tailings Reduction Operations (TRO), PASS is a fluid tailings treatment process intended to
significantly increase the amount of treated fluid tailings in a more sustainable manner.
Since its implementation in the summer of 2018, PASS has demonstrated to be an effective tailings treatment
technology. Ledcor’s work scope included concrete, earthworks, piling, pipeline, piping, mechanical, structural,
electrical, high voltage, instrumentation, pre-commissioning, commissioning and maintenance. At peak, Ledcor had
over 1000 workers supporting the construction of PASS, and still has 40 full time workers supporting the 24- hour
operation and maintenance of Suncor’s Permanent Aquatic Storage Structure.
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OIL & GAS

LEDCOR WINS IPLOCA’S
INTERNATIONAL AWARD
FOR CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
The International Pipeline and Offshore Contractors Association (IPLOCA) awarded the 2019 Corporate Social
Responsibility Award to Bill Partington, President, Pipeline, on behalf of Ledcor Pipeline Limited on October 3, 2019.
The 2019 IPLOCA Corporate Social Responsibility Award, sponsored by “Total”, was presented during the Annual
Convention held in Bangkok in recognition of an initiative aimed at improving the living conditions of the people
in communities local to and impacted by pipeline industry work. The (IPLOCA) award recognized Ledcor Pipeline’s
significant achievement in corporate social responsibility, through world class safety measures and environmental
stewardship. Ledcor’s Pipeline group expended 1.5 million hours of work in 2018, offering services ranging from
mainline construction, special projects to resource management. At the same time, the team has balanced these
efforts with a commitment to support local communities by investing dollars, sharing expertise, and providing skills
training. All fundraising efforts were initiated by the employees and matched by Ledcor. Over the last four years, the
Pipeline Group has supported many local worthwhile charities. From donating money for a new playground at Don
Titus Montessori School in West Chetwynd, British Columbia, to supporting a community seniors center in Glendon,
Alberta, to volunteering time for Habitat for Humanity, the team has shown its commitment to creating a positive
impact in the communities where we work and live.
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MINING

GOLDSTRIKE
BARRICK GOLD CORPORATION

ELKO, NEVADA. The Goldstrike Complex is located 60 kms (37 mi) northwest of Elko, Nevada on the Carlin Trend, the

most prolific gold-mining district in the Western Hemisphere. Ledcor’s US Mining team was contracted for several
services on the Goldstrike project including wet mill feed and roaster feed.
Operating 24/7, 365 days a year, the team uses 100-ton trucks and loaders to feed the autoclave and roaster
crushers that process the ore. This involves feeding the wet mill and roaster from ore stockpiles at an average
576,000 tons a month using loaders blending from stockpiles into 100-ton haul trucks which feed the primary
crushers. In addition, operations also include a part-time loader that enters the crushed ore storage dome and extracts
approximately 25,000 tons a month to an external stockpile for use in bypass feeding the roaster when the primary
crusher is down. Using a loader and labourers, the team is also responsible for removing steel, plastics and other debris
from 275,000 tons of underground ore per month. In 2009, 1.36 million ounces of gold were excavated from the mine.
The team’s impressive safety record was a deciding factor in Barrick Gold renewing the contract after a competitive
bid process and a 20-year relationship. Other scopes of work have included mine site reclamation, long-distance
stockpile relocation, and construction work.

SEE MORE AT LEDCOR.COM
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COMMUNICATIONS

KENTUCKY MIDDLE MILE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY, USA. KentuckyWired is a middle mile telecommunications network that is bringing approximately 5,150 km (3,200

mi) of high-speed, high-capacity fiber optic internet connectivity to all of Kentucky’s 120 counties. In addition to connecting
approximately 1,000 government and public facilities, private companies can connect to the network along its path and lease
fiber to extend their services to consumers. This translates to greater accessibility and opportunities for economic growth
across the Commonwealth.
Ledcor Technical Services and partners Black & Veatch and Macquarie Capital were contracted by the Commonwealth of
Kentucky to design, build, finance, operate and maintain the KentuckyWired network. With over 100 crews, including 20
self-perform Ledcor crews, Ledcor and its partners have completed all major construction efforts, and migrated over 100
government entities onto the network. Ledcor’s Service Provider team is now actively maintaining the network, responsible
for 24/7 monitoring, maintenance, and network outage restoral.

PROPERTIES

THE EXCHANGE AT HERCULES BAYFRONT
LEDCOR DEVELOPMENT, ANDERSON PACIFIC LLC, QUALICO DEVELOPMENTS INC., AND
LANTOWER RESIDENTIAL
HERCULES, CALIFORNIA . The City of Hercules, located approximately 25 mi. (40 km) northeast of San Francisco

overlooking the San Pablo Bay, will be home to the Hercules Bayfront master plan community project, a unique
waterfront property development led by Ledcor Properties in partnership with Anderson Pacific LLC, Qualico
Developments Inc., and Lantower Residential. The first phase of development, The Exchange at Hercules Bayfront,
broke ground in June 2018 and has recently opened its doors on August 1st, 2020. The project is actively leasing and
welcoming new residents. There are 172 units for rent ranging from studios to one bedroom, two-bedroom and threebedroom townhomes. Amenities include a state-of-the-art fitness center, a spectacular rooftop sky bar and lounge
area along with 13,900 (sq.ft) / 1291.35 (sq.m) of retail and dining space on site. The property’s outdoor amenities
include a large internal courtyard as well as a direct connection to the Bay Trail along the shore of San Pablo Bay, which
makes this project a vibrant cornerstone of the Hercules community.
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TRANSPORTATION

SUMMIT AIR CARGO
SUMMIT AIR

YELLOWKNIFE, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES. In July 2019, Summit Air Launched a new direct to consumer freight service in the

Mackenzie Valley.
Summit Air Cargo will provide air freight services twice a week from its base in Yellowknife to four communities in the
region – Norman Wells, Fort Good Hope, Deline, and Tulita.
Summit Air Cargo’s air freight services to these communities will be supplemented by a road freight service to and from
Edmonton. From Yellowknife, Summit Air Cargo customers will be able to ship intercity packages with options allowing for
same day delivery within these routes.

INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
CONTRACT RENEWAL
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

NORTHWEST ALBERTA. Ledcor’s Highway Maintenance team provides the Province of Alberta with unparalleled

highway-related maintenance and repairs year-round through contracts that cover thousands of kilometers of
highway in northwestern Alberta.
In 2019 Alberta Transportation expressed its confidence in Ledcor by awarding the work for another 10 years and
breaking up the work in two contracts.
One Contract Maintenance Area (CMA 508) covers approximately 2,700 lane kms (1,678 lane mi.) of highways in the
Carrot Creek, Edson, Entwistle, Hinton and Whitecourt areas.
Another Contract Maintenance Area (CMA 504) covers approximately 2,000 lane kms (1243 lane mi.) of highways
in the Grande Prairie, Beaverlodge and Grande Cache areas. In 2024, the provincial highways within the towns of
Valleyview and Fox Creek will also be incorporated into the maintenance area, adding an additional 900 lane kms (559
lane mi.) of highway.
These multi-service year-round highway maintenance contracts include filling potholes, crack sealing, roadway
pavement marking, eliminating roadside debris, roadside vegetation control, culvert replacements, bridge
maintenance, sign maintenance, and grading of gravel roads. In the winter, in addition to providing many of these
same services, the maintenance teams handle snowstorms by plowing, salting, and sanding the roadways.
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LEDCOR CARES

AWARDS

LEDCOR DONATES $400K
TO FOOD BANKS ACROSS
CONTINENT
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA. To help support the communities in which we work and live, Ledcor donated $400,000 to

local food banks across North America impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. During these challenging times, many
communities have been hard hit economically and while there is always a need, COVID-19 has increased demands and
has made supporting local food banks all the more important.
The $400,000 was distributed among 20 local food banks across Canada and the US, including Vancouver,
Langford, Kelowna, Kamloops, Kitimat, Edmonton, Calgary, Fort McMurray, Yellowknife, Saskatoon, Regina,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Mississauga, Chicago, Louisville, Austin, Reno, San Diego, Irvine, Hercules, Bellevue, and Maui.
Ledcor is committed to ensuring that our communities are supported by helping to relieve hunger in this time of
crisis. Contributions to local food banks are used to support emergency food supply, helping children that lost access
to school and community food programs, and families experiencing job loss.

LEDCOR CONSTRUCTION
WINS AWARD FOR 565
GREAT NORTHERN WAY
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. Ledcor Construction has won a Vancouver Regional Construction Association (VRCA)

Silver Award for the 569 Great Northern Way project and also received the 2019 Member of the Year Award. The
Member of the Year award recognizes exceptional achievements by a company that has not only prioritized quality,
safety, and team collaboration in job performance, but has also made a significant contribution to VRCA through years
of continuous membership and involvement.
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AWARDS

LEDCOR MAKES
INDEED’S LIST FOR THE
THIRD TIME

PEOPLE. LEDCOR IS PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING
SENIOR MANAGEMENT
PROMOTIONS AND HIRES

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. For three years in a row,

Ledcor has placed in the top 20 workplaces in Canada. In
2019, we came in at number 19.
The rating comes from nationwide reviews of
current and former employees, who are asked to score
companies on five key categories: work-life balance,
salary and benefits, job security and advancement,
management, and culture.

VANCOUVER

MILTON

Russell Zirnhelt
Executive Vice President,
Ledcor Construction

John Fines
Vice President, Field Operations
Ledcor Technical Services

IRVINE
EVENTS

Ben Ortega
Vice President, Development
Ledcor Properties
Pat Patterson
President,
Ledcor Properties
John Santry
Senior Vice President,
Ledcor Properties
Drew Wesling
Vice President, Construction
Ledcor Properties

LEDCOR 2020 AORM & AGM
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. Ledcor held its 2020 Annual Operational Review Meeting (AORM) and AGM in February in

Vancouver.
The AORM reviews the company’s past successes, current business trends and future plans with over 2,800 employees
through a multi-city webcast. Ledcor’s Annual General Meeting links over 700 shareholders gathered in Alberta, British
Columbia, Ontario, Texas and California, and virtually across North America.
Officers of the company are (left to right); John Kump, CFO; Dave Lede, Chairman and CEO; Rod Neys, Corporate Secretary
and Chief Legal Officer.
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LEDCOR and the LEDCOR Design are trademarks
of Ledcor IP Holdings Ltd., used under license.

CANADA

U.S.

CALGARY
EDMONTON
FORT MCMURRAY
KAMLOOPS
KELOWNA
KITIMAT
REGINA
SASKATOON
TERRACE
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
YELLOWKNIFE

AUSTIN
CHICAGO
HAWAII
IRVINE
RENO
SAN DIEGO
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